Status Report on Historic Resources
Committee Project on Memorialization
of pre-Civil War Auctions, Sales, and
Transfers of Enslaved People in
Albemarle County
Can we forget the crack of the whip, cowhide, whipping-post, the auction-block, the
hand-cuffs, the spaniels, the iron collar, the negro-trade tearing the young child from its
mother’s breast as a whelp from the lioness? Have we forgotten that by those horrible
cruelties, hundreds of our race have been killed? No, we have not, nor ever will.
– Isabella Gibbons, 1867

Summary
This project began in 2020, following the recommendation from the 2016 Blue Ribbon
Commission on Race, Memorials, and Public Spaces to “create a new memorial for
Charlottesville’s enslaved population”, with a focus on how to properly memorialize a location in
Court Square known as the Slave Auction Block. The purpose of this status report is to
describe the work already done and set expectations for our complete report later in
2022.
We intentionally restricted the scope of this project as to not recommend that any specific
actions be taken or any specific design for a memorial be constructed. The intention is only to
create a solid foundation for future, appropriately-funded projects to develop and implement
memorializations through a competitive RFP process.
We have three primary desired outcomes from this project:
1. Descendant Engagement - build trustful relationships with descendants and gather
their desires for what forms of memorialization they wish to see
2. Research - original research using primary sources, and collection, curation, and
contextualization of existing research into antebellum (pre-Civil War) human trafficking in
Albemarle County
3. Framing Future Work - scoping and options for a future design and build phase.

While the term “human trafficking” is not commonly used in popular media for describing the era
of chattel slavery in the United States, it has become a standard description among historians of
this time period.
This project began with a focus on the location in Court Square known as the Slave Auction
Block. That site has had three different markers over the last 50 years (see Appendix C). In
February 2020, a community member stole one of these markers and partially-removed
another. Shortly thereafter, the HRC’s Court Square Marker Subcommittee recommended to
Council that a temporary marker be installed, and “Councilors agreed that the HRC
subcommittee could go forward with researching proposals for a temporary marker, including
the language to be used.” However, in March, members of the descendant community asked
that nothing temporary or permanent be installed/erected without descendant community input,
and their further input was to request that a marker similar to previous ones not be re-installed.
One of the reasons for using the Slave Auction Block location as a focal point is that it is a
space representing events that dehumanized enslaved people, reducing them to financial
transactions. However, in consultation with Dr. Mabel O. Wilson, we were implored to also
ensure that we adequately addressed re-humanization. This can be accomplished by naming,
describing, and making these enslaved individuals not only lines in a ledger book, but as real,
unique humans that they were.
One unexpected aspect of the research conducted as part of this project is that it has called into
question the historicity of the Slave Auction Block site. However, it has also more fully clarified
the scope of auctions and sales of enslaved individuals not only within Court Square, but also
throughout Charlottesville and Albemarle.
One aspect of this project involves the political and ownership boundaries between
Charlottesville and Albemarle. Charlottesville was a town within Albemarle County until 1888,
when it became an independent city. The block that contains the Albemarle County Courthouse
is within the City of Charlottesville, but the parcel containing the Courthouse is jointly owned by
the City and County, while the parcel containing Market Street Park is owned entirely by the
City. If the Courthouse parcel were to be used for memorialization, this would at least require
the consent of Albemarle County, and ideally a fully-cooperative relationship.

Descendant Engagement
One of the most challenging aspects of this project has been descendant engagement. This has
been significantly complicated by the COVID-19 pandemic, which has prevented us from
holding any in-person engagement sessions. All engagement sessions have been virtual
through Zoom, led by HRC members Dr. Jalane Schmidt (Associate Professor of Religious
Studies and Director of The Memory Project at UVA) and Robert Watkins (Assistant Historic
Preservation and Design Planner in NDS). This has had the drawback of making descendant
engagement with those who live in the area more difficult, but also engaged some people who
would have otherwise not been able to engage, for example, a descendant living in Canada.

Our guiding principles for engagement come from the document Engaging Descendant
Communities in the Interpretation of Slavery at Museums and Historic Sites, also known as “The
Rubric”, a deliverable from the 2018 National Summit on Teaching Slavery. Contributors to this
document include public historians with local relevance Niya Bates, Hannah Scruggs, Justin
Reid, and Sara Bon-Harper.
The Rubric states that:
a “descendant community” is a group of people whose ancestors were enslaved at a
particular site, but it can transcend that limited definition. A descendant community can
include those whose ancestors were enslaved not only at a particular site, but also
throughout the surrounding region, reflecting the fact that family ties often crossed
plantation boundaries. A descendant community can also welcome those who feel
connected to the work the institution is doing, whether or not they know of a genealogical
connection.
This definition is an acknowledgement that slave owners’ reliance on family separation as an
enforcement mechanism and slave traders’ significant exportation of enslaved people from
Virginia in the 19th century created a far-flung diaspora and erased genealogical connections.
The descendants who have participated so far expressed two primary desires for any
projects: that it be significant and that it have an educational component. They have
generally expressed that they do not wish to have yet another insignificant plaque or marker,
typically phrased as “go big or go home.” There is an expectation that one of the future projects
is a significant physical memorial, likely in Court Square. The second desire is an educational
component that interprets the chattel slavery system throughout antebellum Albemarle County.
One further limitation we face with descendant engagement is a desire to be respectful of the
descendant’s time and emotional labor of participating. We do not want to endlessly hold
engagement sessions without the demonstration of a significant political and financial
commitment from City Council.

Research
This project has included both original research using primary sources, and the collection,
curation, and contextualization of existing research of existing research into antebellum (preCivil War) human trafficking in Albemarle County. Appendix D contains a sampling of this
research.
HRC member Dr. Jalane Schmidt, Associate Professor of Religious Studies and Director of The
Memory Project at UVA, procured funding for two graduate student researchers, MaDeja
Leverett and Jake Calhoun, to review Albemarle County chancery records between 1831 and
1860. These are the most accurate and relevant extant records, as any transactions of enslaved

persons during this period would have been recorded therein. One of the most powerful results
of this is the rediscovery of the names of enslaved people sold at Court Square. So far, these
include:
● Warwick, a man sold in order to pay off the debts and interest of John Douglass
● Phebe, a woman, and "her increase," who were enslaved by James Jopling and ordered
to be sold by commissioners of the Court
● Lucinda and her increase, Alice, Hannah (child of Alice), Clara, Margaret, Mary, Harriet,
Jim, Edy, Nancy, Dolly, and Eve, sold in order to pay off the debts of John Danielle
HRC member Phil Varner has reviewed hundreds of antebellum newspapers for advertisements
of auctions. These have helped to clarify the form of auctions and where they took place.
“Runaway” ads from enslavers attempting to re-capture fugitives from slavery have provided
both names and humanizing descriptions that are typically absent from formal records.
As part of this project, we have found little evidence to support the claim that there was a stone
block on the Slave Auction Block site prior to 1865 that was used as an auction block for
enslaved individuals. We have looked through numerous primary and secondary sources and
have found only one second-hand anecdote from 1906 that it was used for auctions, and
several sources that we would have expected to have found mentions of it but did not. We
know that a stone block approximately 18” x 15” x 30” existed on the south side of the “Number
Nothing” building (0 Park Street) in 1906. We have three photographs from two other locations
(one on and one near Court Square) that show carriage blocks matching this description.
We found a large number of references to the area in front of the Albemarle County Courthouse
as a site for auctions. Roughly half of the hundreds of auction advertisements we have collected
locate auctions in Court Square, with the other half occurring at the plantations at which the
subjects of the advertisements were enslaved. Of those in Court Square, roughly half of those
(one-quarter of the total) occurred in front of the Albemarle County Courthouse. The other half
occurred at several locations around Court Square including the Swan Tavern (now demolished,
present-day location 300-302 Park Street, the Redlands Club), Eagle Tavern or Eagle Hotel
(now demolished, present-day location 300 Court Square), Jefferson Hotel or Mr. Garnett’s
tavern (demolished, present-day 500 Court Square, Monticello Plaza Condominiums, formerly
Monticello Hotel), and the H. Benson & Bro. Auction Rooms (“Number Nothing” or 0 Park Street,
building remains, as early as 1858, definitely by 1863, until 1870).

Framing Future Work
While this work began with the Slave Auction Block location as the focal point, it has expanded
beyond this single location to encompass all of Court Square and Albemarle County.
One of our most valuable activities was a work session with Dr. Mabel O. Wilson, Nancy and
George Rupp Professor of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, a Professor in African
American and African Diasporic Studies, and the Director of the Institute for Research in African

American Studies (IRAAS) at Columbia University. The entire HRC meeting involving Dr. Wilson
may be found here, and just the work session with her here.
As a member of the team that designed the Memorial to Enslaved Laborers at UVA, Dr. Wilson
used her extensive design and public engagement expertise to channel the wishes of the
descendant community into the design of a memorial featuring the sculptural work of artist Eto
Otitigbe. Dr. Wilson emphasized that a key aspect of memorialization is not to only focus on the
complete dehumanization of people through auctions, but also on rehumanizing them. This can
be done through rediscovering such seemingly simple information such as their names, family
relations, and personal descriptions.
This un-erasure of people’s lives will require significant work in reviewing chancery records,
newspaper advertisements, Confederate Slave Payrolls, and other records that have any
remaining trace of that person’s existence.
Following the wishes of the descendants, there should likely be a significant physical work in
Court Square and an educational component. We do not anticipate that only one action or
construction will be created, but rather a collection of projects serving unique but related
purposes. We anticipate that these projects will cost from $500K to $1M, cover locations
throughout Charlottesville and Albemarle (as many sales were held on the plantations), and
include financial contributions from Albemarle County.
Possible locations for a physical memorial in Court Square include the new for the joint CityCounty Courts Expansion plaza adjacent to the Levy building, in front of the Albemarle County
Courthouse either in place of the antiquated “Monticello” sign or where the Confederate “At
Ready” statue was, in Court Square Park, or adjacent to Number Nothing (0 Park Street). Other
more “distributed” monuments should be considered, such as those like the stolperstiene
(“stumbling stones or blocks”) memorializing victims of the Nazi regime in Europe. Additionally,
while not related specifically to slavery, the corten steel monument for John Henry James from
The National Memorial for Peace and Justice intended for installation in the locality that his
lynching occurred is available.

Appendix A - Notes from Consultations with Descendants

5 May 2021
HRC consultation with descendants

Jalane and Robert for the City + 9 descendants
Diane Brown Townes, Joan Burton (life-long resident of Albemarle County, descendant of many:
Monticello, Governor’s mansion, UVA, White House), Myra Anderson, DeTeasa Gathers, Calvin Jefferson
(descendant of 3 families from here), Sakeena Nazeer (from New York, Gillett family descendant, Joan’s
cousin, ), Rita McCall (upstate NY), Bertha French (Toronto), Vicki McGill

Myra: multiple times to have engagement, not just during day, but also evening, multiple days. CDC
might outside. How to disseminate information – giving people ample time to put in calendar, going
across a lot of different media. Some elders aren’t on Facebook. Ask Getting Word to get word out,
Black churches networks, descendants sites. How is info getting out, thinking about time, and making
sure the info is getting out to descendants. Connecting with Monticello, all descendants.
Diane: old fashioned door-to-door, survey monkey to get people signed up, in-person, one-on-one, very
direct
Bertha: trying to broaden our tent, coalition, cross-section of community in Central Virginia and beyond.
Our first public event – we sent out a survey. Engage in co-creation sessions.
Dee: be patient in the process, and clear in your process, multiple dates and avenues to share. (JDS:
Facebook?) don’t feel pressure to make quick decision. Mr. Allen, who took the marker, came and set on
my porch and said what his intentions are. But she wants to hear the plans, be patient in process.
Rita: it’s about erasure, not admitting, need to fight, urge to fight (she’s in NY). I’m 63, Africana Studies,
older folks in their 80s, who haven’t spoken – she got grief from people here who are descendants of
slaveholders (Dutch in upstate NY).
Diane: I’m going door-to-door for ancestry, getting feedback as she digs deeper. Some folks who knew,
older, have died before she was born.
Myra: one final comment – I see the work as two-fold: what will memorial look like, and *process* to
get there, very important as we talk about acts that tore away people’s dignity, we must dignify,
amplifying the voices. Most interested in hearing from descendants (not Mr. Allen). Keep in mind that a
lot of
Bertha: Rita, you mentioned you’re in upstate NY? Rita: in Schenectedy. Bertha: I’m in Toronto. Rita:
struggle with local historians over, people skirt around. (JDS: I’m realizing that I’ll have to put on my

ethnographer field worker hat, and let things unfold, sometimes conversations spiral into areas which
seem far afield.)
Joan: I will speak, but not often. I’ve spent a lifetime speaking and I’m a little old. I’ve lived here my
whole life without knowing the history of my family because it wasn’t in the history books. Learned they
were at Monticello, they’d come here with Thomas Jefferson’s father. My object is to bring them out of
the shadows, after fighting, they deserve to be humanized, we need to hear their voice. (JDS: we heard
the voice of Fountain Hughes at the slave auction block vigil.) I don’t’ know how, but I hope that this will
make it into the history books and classes. How can I work on changing things today? Do we put up or
tear down monuments? We have so much. Her GGgrandfather’s brother, Israel Gillette, gave an
interview to an Ohio newspaper about his enslavement at Monticello. His children were sold away from
him, although be bought his own freedom.
Calvin: I’ve noticed since I’ve been down here, is how many families are inter-connected. Gillette,
Granger, -- all melded together, but his family didn’t tell the stories, her mother didn’t know, her father
didn’t tell, his uncle was drunk and no one believed him! The older people have to tell the younger
people the stories. Reason stories weren’t passed down: didn’t want to talk about it. It’s a new day, so
it’s time to have those stories written down and passed down,
Bertha – are there any Browns from Albemarle County, Madison? Joan: so many relationships. (JDS: I
feel like I’m listening in on a family reunion.)
Rita: asking Calvin, re: Osburns from Georgia came from Virginia.
Vicki McGill: I am part of Dr. Shelly’s Friday night.
Sakina: got notice late, I live in New York. We have to follow the migrations of these slaveholders – the
arteries of following. I was unaware of the slave auction block
DeTeasa: what I’m hearing is that we need to get together, feel connected to the conversation, far-flung
people. We need to educate about the slave auction block, because not everyone is aware. JDS: could
you send out an email to descendants to report on this conversation, and that we want to move
forward?
Joan: what response have you gotten from City? Robert: after the plaque was removed in Feb 2020, the
city was going to reinstall a replacement plaque. But after meeting with descendants, City realized that
need to consult.

3 June 2021
Sakeena Naseer – from Brooklyn. “kinda mixed, some are insulted – family members. . they should take
it down. For me, I like to see something I can visit, something tangible, that I can touch.”
DeTeasa – Carolyn Dillard (her mom just died), Bertha is moving leaving Canada going to Florida,
another is in storm, without power.

Calvin – taking down monuments weren’t put there to memorialize that time and space, they were
placed in the 1920s, the movement to get rid of the monuments which were put there by DAR (JDS: ??)
to intimidate. The statues shouldn’t have been there in the first place. But slave sales actually happened,
and should be memorialized. Most ppl have connection to slavery, whether
We don’t tell slavery honestly. JDS: what would it look like to tell this story honestly? Calvin: concept of
race, “Founding Fathers” employed it, religion in New World (Catholic church spread concept of slavery),
for some ppl it may be hard to take, but for others not. History can be negative, but the grudge won’t
cleanse your soul. Taught honestly, we wouldn’t have had Trump.
Sakeena: when you think of it from perspective of intimidation, it changes the story. When I was a child,
Jim Crow – hanging dead cats to discourage Black children from going to certain places. What might it
look like?

Dee – what would be meaningful? I didn’t even know it was there. Now that its gone

Calvin: Combination of memorialization and education. Public building, have to deal with building and
street code. So these issues will come up as we continue. Main goal to have something there that
doesn’t allow people to forget. Dee: I wouldn’t expect something to be huge, because sidewalk isn’t
large. But I do agree with upright in some kind of way, so you don’t have to search for it. How to get
more voices in here in this conversation, pull in descendants, locals. We’ve been conditioned as a
people, especially in this area, to look over and ignore. It’s hard to get that back to see that this is part of
a real place that needs to be respected.
Calvin: strike now, go permanent, because people are talking about it, truth-telling, lets put out there
that this is what we want – Sakeena – he’s right, because someone can freeze that. Dee: spending
money twice. Let ‘em keep at it. Bigger plan in place. Flower offerings are nice, maybe a garden?
Put down the date and time when we can celebrate. Feb – Black History Month, Liberation and Freedom
Time, Juneteenth – use as part of celebration in city, timed for placement goal, events -- education.
Sakeena – just the word memorialize, something permanent, it’s not closure, but recognition means a
lot. JDS: why? Sakeena – like the UVA MEL, a release that finally they’re recognizing. Re: scholarships:
“We’re left out because we’re old, and we fought for so many years!” I was talking to someone it’s like a
checklist of certain things, build the memorial, provide narrow education courses, etc.
Dee: quick questions – to start collecting emails, put in survey format with questions: what would you
like to see? What would be meaningful? Circulate in some way, perhaps google doc, something to
measure, get a temperature check, and gather that involvement, across age group differences, make it a
project in school – kids are most creative and they lead us, incorporate, draw in that interest in the next
6-12 months, get that interest going, more data is pouring back in from different areas.
Attach a prize – a DNA kit (!?!) an incentive to participate.

10 June 2021
Joan Burton, Diane Brown Townes, Valeria Spinner Banks (Wisconsin), Dee Brown Gathers, Calvin
Jefferson, Myra Anderson, Cauline Yates, Star Reams (DEC Leadership Group, Lynchburg 🡪 NC), Sakeena,
Robert Watkins, Gennie Keller
Cauline: Black folks have been complaining about the plaque sunken in the ground, “all of our stuff is
low.”
Dianne BT: DHR marker / local marker – she’s working very hard with County Preservation Board, my
personal bias: I don’t like imagery (people, places), gets back to canonizing folks, can send different
messages.
Calvin: but it has definitive meaning, no imagery may not work, we’re talking about people who were
sold. OLC voice of Fountain Hughes, and also picture. Photographs should be of descendants – present
day, because we have few photos of enslaved local folks.
Dianne BT: TJ for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Not saying no form of likeness. Transatlantic slave trade –
dynamic stories unfold around that, history isn’t etched in stone. Don’t want to obliterate image
Joan: use the words of the enslaved, is the most important, I want to know what they felt. Not
necessarily attributing to whom, but those who were sold there. Her ancestor in Ohio gave interview in
1870 re: sales (JDS: Eston Hemings?), his children were sold away. I don’t want another fight over a
statue. I don’t know how we can ever know how many people were sold. (JDS: maybe we can do that
research, employ UVA students.)
Cauline: it’s nice to have some of the words, but a lot of times we don’t have those accounts. If we do
have photographs of people. What might be a nice project, I’m not against research, but don’t limit the
words. A project might be nice, have something made of the research – an exhibition, with a quote
blown up, several of them in an auditorium, educate people on this. Hear the statistics. Holsinger
photographs, we don’t know who all the people were, tho some discoveries were made. Need some sort
of educational component to teach. Walking tour, skit,
DBT: ephemeral exhibit, cultural and heritage event, re-enactments
Valeria: raised in Cville, nothing about enslavement was talked about, it wasn’t until adulthood that I
heard the stories. Plaque is very well, but the stories need to be told, why nothing has changed. I don’t
want to see a statue either. Awareness, we need to tell the story, we are a story-telling people. As a
former teacher, I told my students to listen and read between the lines. How to walk in the steps of our
ancestors?
Star: it’s a sacred space, it tells our narrative, it has substance to it, whether it’s the names of slaves who
were sold there.
Joan: I’ve spent time at the courthouse researching, you always see tourists, looking, wondering what is
the significance? School kids could go there, learn early.
Myra: I’m not into plaque or saying this. I’m more about the process, Jalane. I’m wondering as we
imagine what this looks like, imagine the process – it’s just as key. Brings dignity to something, whatever

design is going to go there. In a way that feels inclusive – don’t just graft in descendants after the fact,
make us part of the process. Ghana trip with the city – slave coast. A plaque on the wall of the slave
castle: “In everlasting memory of the anguish of our ancestors….” Some powerful quote like that.
Cauline: combine city and county input on slave auction sites,
Dee: thank you to descendants who showed up, getting people to engage, pull in your family, so many
that don’t have that history, have just started their research, we have to involve our children, the youth.
DTB: Thank you DEC, for re-sending mtg announcement. County-wide marker program. Gennie: we’ve
been moving away from state markers, collaborating with county,
JDS: Also, on the horizon: the HRC will be hosting a webinar with Anne Bailey, author

of https://www.amazon.com/Weeping-Time-Largest-Auction-American/dp/1316643484 to learn more
about sales of enslaved persons. That webinar date is TBD, but likely will be sometime later in the Fall or
perhaps early in the new year 2022.

Appendix B - Report on Research in Court Square by Jake
Calhoun and MaDeja Leverett
The HRC meeting of Feb 11 2022 where this report was presented by the authors can be found
at https://boxcast.tv/channel/vabajtzezuyv3iclkx1a?b=noiopmuy7yfv9ibcfqxc

For the past four months, we (MaDeja Leverett and Jake Calhoun) have researched the
antebellum history of Court Square and the Albemarle County Courthouse in an effort to
uncover the site’s significance as a place of enslavement and the commodification of human
beings. In doing so, we have thus far engaged primarily with Chancery Order Books, records
detailing disputes over wills, estates, and debts due to the Court. Enslaved women, men, and
children featured prominently in many of these cases as they regularly factored into the “estate”
of many Virginians. These enslaved Americans posed a unique problem for the Court as evenly
dividing a human into equal “shares” posed a challenge. At times, enslaved persons might be
granted to the deceased’s next of kin as happened in May of 1835 when the Albemarle County
Court decreed that Ann Eliza and Emily, two women enslaved by Christopher Hudson, were to
be bequeathed to Hudson’s grandchildren after his passing. All too often, however, in order to
distribute the “shares” of the deceased in a manner that the Court deemed appropriate, the
Court would appoint one or more commissioners to sell the enslaved persons, essentially
liquidating them in order to distribute their monetary value evenly among the claimants.
The Albemarle County Court directly advertised the sale of enslaved individuals and families on
the Courthouse door and in local newspapers, as it did with an enslaved woman by the name of
Phebe in 1837. In May of that year, Phebe’s sale, along with that of her “increase” (her
children), was advertised on the front door of the Courthouse and circulated in local
Charlottesville newspapers. In certain cases, the Court might also elect to order an auction or
sale to take place on the following court day, ordering the date of said sale to be advertised in a
similar manner. An enslaved woman named Dolly endured this process in October of 1838
when she was auctioned off in front of the Courthouse in order to pay off the debts of her
enslaver John Gilmore. After combing through these Chancery Order Books dating from 1831 to
1842, dozens of names of enslaved people sold by commissioners of the Albemarle County
Court have emerged, all of whom had their sale either take place or advertised at Court Square.
Beyond these individuals, hundreds of more names of enslaved people, all of whom had their
fate determined by the Court, fill these records.
So far, our research has only taken us through 1842 though this advertisement and trade of
enslaved human beings by commissioners of the Court continued well beyond that date, lasting
up until the Civil War. We have yet to explore the Chancery Records of these later years, nor
have we had the opportunity to review the Albemarle County Court Minutes from these
decades, which, after 1850, should detail the fate of any fugitive slaves that might have come
before the Court after the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. Fugitive slaves across the
South, if captured, would often be sold at auction by County courts if their enslaver could not be
located. Unlike the Chancery Order Books, these sources have been known to list place of sale,

often specifying the precise location of the auction of a fugitive slave, whether it be the steps of
a courthouse, a nearby plantation, or an auction block. Though we have few explicit references
to the geographic place of sale within the confines and context of Court Square, as in whether
such sales took place on the Courthouse steps or at Number Nothing, the names and stories of
the enslaved people sold at Court Square speak not only to the Square’s significance as a site
of enslavement but also to Albemarle County Court’s undeniable historical function as a tool of
dehumanizing Black people.
List of Names of Enslaved People Confirmed Sold at Court Square and Year of Sale
(Drawn from Chancery Orders 1 Albemarle County, 1831-1842)
Warwick, 1834
Phebe and her children, 1837
Lucinda and her children, 1837
Alice, 1837
Hannah (child of Alice), 1837
Clara, 1837
Margaret, 1837
Mary, 1837
Harriet, 1837
Jim, 1837
Edy, 1837
Nancy, 1837
Dolly, 1837
Eve, 1837
Dolly, 1838
Milly and her children, 1839

Appendix C - Previous Memorializations
There have been three previous markers of the Slave Auction Block location. Even if there was
support for installing a new plaque now, we would not use this same language, as we generally
no longer use words “slave” or “black” as nouns and capitalize “Black” when used as an
adjective.

“Site of Slave Block” slate sign on Number Nothing (installed in the 1970s/80s, removed in early
2000s during sidewalk renovations, not reinstalled)

Marker on Number Nothing, black marble, carved text with gold inlay. Over time, the gold inlay
faded and the marker became illegible. (2003, partially-removed in 2019 during the theft of the
bronze plaque, not reinstalled due to illegibility and outdated language and narrative)

Text of Marker:
Number Nothing
Early Black History in Charlottesville
This building was erected as a mercantile store in the 1820s for John R. Jones and Sam Leicht
Jr., but it never received a proper address. A stone block that once sat outside the building’s
southwest corner was used for auctioning both goods and slaves until slavery was abolished in
1865. Prior to 1865, slaves too shopped along Court Square on Sunday mornings. Of the
approximately 20,000 people living in Albemarle County in 1830, slightly more than half were
black and all but 400 of those were enslaved. Most free blacks became so before 1807 when it
became illegal in Virginia to emancipate slaves without moving them out of the state. Some
blacks had gained their freedom by serving in Virginia’s integrated regiments during the
American Revolution. Black soldiers from Albemarle County included Shadrack Battles, Sherad
Goings, David Barnett, Stephen Bowles, Peter Hartless, and Johnson Smith. Battles, half black
and half Native American, worked after the war as a carpenter and landscaper around Court
Square. Goings’ wife, Susannah, was highly respected in the community.

in-sidewalk bronze plaque, with community-sourced correction of “slaves” to “people” (installed
2011/2012, stolen 2019, not reinstalled at behest of HRC)

Appendix D - Summary of Additional Research and References
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"Site of Slave Block?" by Gayle M. Schulmann, The Magazine of Albemarle County
History, 2000
Interview with Fountain Hughes, Baltimore, Maryland, June 11, 1949. Audio interview
with Fountain Hughes Hydraulic Mills property of the Burnley, where he mentions
auctions occurring on a bench placed in front of the Courthouse
Rebecca Fuller McGuiness recalls her grandmother describing an auction occurring at a
“big tree stump in the front yard of the county courthouse”, from an interview in
“McGinness’ book of records”, Charlottesville Daily Progress, 14 Feb 1999, by David A.
Maurer.
Maria Perkins letter (1852). Perkins’ letter to her husband telling him that her son Albert
had been sold “on monday court day” and that she will likely be sold on the next court
day.
Early Charlottesville: Recollections of James Alexander, 1828-1874 (published between
Dec. 1873 and May 1874 in Alexander’s newspaper the Jeffersonian Republican,
compiled and edited by Mary Rawlings for publication in 1942 by the ACHS)
Recollections by R.T.W Duke, Jr. (1899)

Homan W. Walsh anecdote
This is the only original reference we have to the Slave Auction Block location.
From Early Charlottesville: Recollections of James Alexander, 1828-1874, edited by Mary
Rawlings (1942), page 19.
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uva.x000239102&view=1up&seq=11
To Alexander’s original text written sometime in 1873 or 1874:
“On the east side of the Public Square, stands the brick building known as No. Nothing;”
Rawlings added the following footnote in her edited edition published in 1942:
1. Still standing, 240-242 Court Square. This lot was bought, June 15, 1820, by Opie
Norris and John C. Ragland, from Edmund Anderson of Richmond, Albemarle County
Deed Book 22, p. 334.… At some later period, traditions of the slave trade gathered
about this house. Some hold that the lot to the rear was used for this purpose. Mr.
Homan W. Walsh, whose offices — formerly those of Mr. Dan Harmon — occupy the
southern half, informs us: "I have, of course, heard that the building was used as a slave
auction room. ... I have never heard of a sign on the wall, relating to its use as a slave

market. When I commenced practicing law in Mr. Harmon's office in 1906 and for
several years afterwards there was at the side of the office at the curb a large
stone, perhaps 18 inches high by 15 inches wide and 30 inches long, which it was
said was the auction block for selling slaves. ... It was taken away years ago by
some employees of the city, when cleaning the streets or paving this section. . . . To this
he adds that since writing, a southern snow brought out for an hour some black lettering
through the paint on the southern side of his office, facing the Monticello Hotel, as
follows: " — BENSON AND BRO. AUCTION ROOMS." As the Bensons were for years
the town auctioneers, and this sign was just over the auction block, we may infer that all
auctions were conducted here, and thus when slaves were brought in, their dealers
made use of these facilities.
Based on this anecdote, the block location was added to the birds-eye view map “A View of
Charlottesville circa 1828” created by the ACHS and published at least as early as the 1976
bicentennial publication Albemarle, Jefferson's County, 1727-1976. This map is frequently
misunderstood as a map of Charlottesville from 1828, rather than a modern creation. Henry
Benson leased Number Nothing for his auction rooms as early as 1863 through 1870. Benson
was himself a slave owner (1850 and 1860 census) and is listed as the auctioneer for several
estate sale advertisements including enslaved individuals.

Newspaper Advertisements
The earliest advertisement we have for enslaved persons is the estate sale of Benjamin
Richards at his former house from the Central Gazette, January 29, 1820.

The first advertisement we have for an auction in Court Square is from the Central Gazette,
November 24, 1820, at the Albemarle County Courthouse.

One of the most well-known sales is this 1829 auction at the Eagle Hotel on Court Square of the
remainder of the estate of Thomas Jefferson, after the more infamous 1827 auction at
Monticello.
Virginia Advocate, December 13, 1828

The advertisement for the sale of the well-known “Dunlora” plantation is an example of an estate
sale after the death of the owner. As was common, the auction occurred on-site at the
plantation.
Jeffersonian Republican, November 27, 1845

This example from 1858 is an example of a sale by Henry Benson prior to him moving his
Auction Room to Number Nothing, as other advertisements indicate a different location for them
off of Court Square. The auction occurred at the Courthouse on court day as part of an estate
liquidation.
Jeffersonian Republican, October 14, 1858

Jeffersonian Republican, November 4, 1858

This advertisement is an example of a Henry Benson auction, likely occurring at his auction
rooms at Number Nothing.
Charlottesville Daily Chronicle, January 1, 1865

This is another example of a Henry Benson auction, though this auction would not have
occurred as advertised on March 6, 1865, as Charlottesville was liberated from Confederate
control on March 3rd.
Charlottesville Daily Chronicle, February 22, 1865

